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ABSTRACT
The study of the history of ideas in newspapers has

not been separated from traditional journalism history. nor from the
brOad cultural studies.of the mass media, and may also differ from
the behavioral or statistical study of the effects of the mass media.
Because the levels of high culture and popular culture are seen as
separate and distinct, 'the,role ;tithe press as conduit between the
till has largely been ignored. However, newspapers may be .&studied to
deteimine whether ideas are defined, transmitted A° the popular
level, ant .'possibly -altered- in the transiissicn process. An awareness
of the Tole cFt the press in covering ideas in the past. prompts.
considerati.on of the degree to which the press today transmits ideas .
to society. The experience' cf 'the press.-in the United States ;points
to its continued role in interpreting those idea-complexes for the
public which motivate large segments _,of society. In both the
"methodologies of history and_of current news gathering, the autonomy
of ideas in ,journalism calls for recognition cf a rathek well-defined
body of material previously neglebted,' rather than for another system
cr model.' (Author/DP)
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Most..journalim.students are told to humanize their news stories

because read* re primarily interested in people, things secondly, and,
4

only 00/1, ideas. Considering the attention being paid to ideas it- appears

that the same advice ha's been given to students of journalism history.

ndeniably, ideasAmerican thoUght-i-are recognized as an integral

.part f. the cultural approach to the study of history.. Those tdvocatinq

thi 'approach to the writi 9 pf,journalism history have specifically

men oned ideas among soc 1, economic, political, and technological

fa ors.1 These..elatenti.will ultimately be synthesized in journalism

hi ory, and it wotild-be well if singular_ attention were paid to the

int llectual,tontent of American journalism.

An autonomy of ideas in journalism history is needed, just as in-
.

iteilectual history has beccime a' separate strand of study within U.S.

14tory.2 An autonomy of ideas does not.dictate an internal approach

4o the study ,pf Ideasinvolvini major 'philosophical concepts, or. the
.

'tudy of idettiror their own4ke. The stilly or ideas in the American

press will .normally, by the very nature of the Subject, emphasize the.,

ternal or social of 'ideas. Thus. idias Would be traced into

heig Lcial circulation, the' external' approach tw,intellectual history,

t with the focus remaining.upon the 'ideas. themselVes;3"..

.
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Thee who have assessed the recent state of journalism history have

obdifved that rather.thap being, on ary interPal-axternal spectrum of'tdaas,

cur nt research is off such a spectrum, focusing on individuals, and

moving .only slightlytoWardthe societal and institutional, where work

on the elusive history of reporting may commerce. 'Rather than adding to

the Umplexity of the technological, politilcal, 'literary, economic, and

social elements necessary for the ultimate cultural hjstTies of American.

journatfsm, the 'study of ideas may serve aNzr: tntegi.ating or unifying

4factor. It is in this sente that the study. of ideas should became auton-

omous or primary, not because the 'fleas are isolated from'social'factors.

In the methodology of both history and of current heitgathering, the

autonomy of ideas in Journalism doet not call for yet another system,r

model, or fbterdtsciplinarY approach, but for recognitiOn of a body of
0

'.' material heretofore neglected.

I. Defining Ideas.
-)

:

Defining ideas and studying thet vement in journalism, and there -.

fore so4iety,'May nbt dictate a 'ne thodology,lxit still the journalism

historian faces:chhoeFies of problems.' Rmongithe tasks ideasS4
\

Ifthe journalism historian sets outto
,
determine the social.relation)0

ideas and the role neWspapers play in thit lifiteredtiori, botiWar back

Should the idea be traced? Is-'idea defined by what fs. initiated:at the

level of elite.ithought? If so, does the idea stem .fromoneof 'the major

clusWt of thought reflected by Puritanism the,Enlightehment,.Transcen.-

dirritilishivor Darwinism (including social parwinitm)? If not, does it

stem from more rent thought such as psychology, (including Freudiah

-. ,

,



thought, such as Cathy Covert is studying), or linguistics? Finally, are

values ideas as they would 'be recognized by.intellectual historians?

Sociologist Herbert Gani sees-journalists' yalues more nearly as

opinions than ideas, although,admittedly close
.

to id3as as stated in his

definipon of enduring values (as ,opposed to toPical values).6 of course,)

there are ideas in his clusters of values: ethnocentrism, altruistic dem-

ocracy, responsible capiitalism, small-town .pastoralism, ;individual tsm, mod--

eratism, order, leadership, and, closest to ideas, ideology. This is a

normative approach; the question being addressed in this paper goes beyond

'which ideas newspaPerS or newspapermen favor to whether _neWspipers_ have

carried ideas. and, whether the' social interplay of ideas takes place be-

cause of newspapers. John' Efickson has recognized the interaction of ideas.

40 and values an integration of,ideis and sociaraction.
llk

7

, .

c

The. problem. of recognizing the ideas to be analyzed:illustrates that

thell exist outside of elite thought and may have become altered as they

became affected by social.action.) Elespite criticism by elitists,. ideas

1 :

arcaltered through any social movement, not just by treatment An:the mass
.

'media.° Thus one of the 'itsues which may be examined .is whether newspapers*

act as a conduit
1

for ideas from elite thought to society.
4

II.,,,The Problem of Popular Cultue

considering elite culture and masscultUr.e however, posits the second

possible difficuity inIde4oping an autonomy of Ideas for-liournalism history.
.

,

.
4% °,

Jean 'Ward iuggests POpuTar culture--as opposed to Carey's,broader cultural.

v \ . _'
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r
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, history - -as one one of the ueful new aWroacts open to journalism his-'

torians. 1She also suggestsAuantitati4e studies, which would seem the
'Ail,. , , .4

very antithesis of a studrof;ideas.' This methodology:perhaps;could.be'

employed,:;however, tocatalOgtie the frequency. with khi6/ideas'are reported

or:the variations are eXpreS4e0 Appear that the
-

elite Culture-masscultUrespeetrUm would'parallel the internal,external. .

/

spectrum of ideas, facilitating the study of ideas through the availability
. : .

of the 'increasing bodYof:literature produced by thecontinuing dialogue,
. .

between elitists and popular. cultre adherents. But the vast -hulk of this

material:seldom addretses itself to the.neWs media specifically, and ignores

newspapers. almost entirely. Themass media in this literature exist as a

seemingly understood entity, and the elements are +herefore usuallynot

, defined. (Elite -mass culture is not the focus of Gans's 1979

Perhaps these views of mass culture should not be expected "peak
ft

to the needs of another discipline, and indeed for the .journalhistorian

seeking ideas, the limitations of this work shortly become apparent,'even,
0

the work of those who accept mass culture. Those elitists who do not 'accept

Mass culture (ntproup.which includes Bernard Rosenberg, Dwight Maedonald,

and Ernest vaddr Haag) tell -the journalism historian there are no ideas

in newtpaperr, let alone any that have been altered: ,"...ninety-nine

percent of the material conveyed to us by the mass communications media is

aesthetically and intellectually trivial.""

Herein'seem to lie the ironies in the popular culture approach to

journalismhistory: a major concern of the elitists ts that theisass media.

present a major threat to man's autonom y the journalist seesre

his.role to be.the same as the elitists'--to provide mass man with the
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information. which can free him from social,,political, and'economic

Oressures.12 (That the journalist has' been unable to achieve lwidespread

appreciition for this function on lie behalf may, con titute

ultimarrOny-that the press isindeed incapable of conveying ideas!)

,Thehisiakan of ideas in,journalismwill be, interested iniretin0 the re/J.:

..sontjor,theOony that in. the 19th-century,.the newspaper,,as'itbecame a'.

mess publication because. Of tefhnology, was seen as the agent of literacy

and culture, Today, the technology Of mass communiCations 'is-seen as: the.

antithesis of culture., Then there is the irony of_findingthat perhaps ,

I

eleMents of the press,because'theY carry ideas and cater to
1

anfincreasingly

educated,readership, themselves.beCome elite: and. no longer.! are, mass medi4

which -can accurately be labeled the foUrth Estate 13 as ill be diicussed*

shortly:'

- Writers such as Herbert Gar*, David Manning White, and EdwardW.Shils,

who do not fear the effects of such an egalitarian tulturA, 'offer little

more insight them the elitists14 for the journalism histirian cataloguing

ideas. Their viewsmay-be useful, ag Leonard Sellers and William Rivers

found, in providing the necessary bilance.to the el:tists. But Leo Rosten,

the spokesman they select, attempts to justify the non-intellectual content

'.of thenews,media at the expense ofitheldea.transmissionrole they'play

for all levels of thought: "The intellectual of the:mass media

'are.a function of the deficiencies of the masses."15 That theauthers of

this 1977-book had 40 reach back.to a 17 .-year-eld article indicates just

howinfrequently newspapers have been examined for.e4idence.of American

:thought.



When journalism ii studied'as a part of popular culture, it is

frequently' done with the characteristic preconceptions that jouOnalisti

use only what will sexcite,,stimulate, ani.titillate an audiente,"16
,

a generalization which Ignores the work of serious newspapers as well as

,
the First Amendment role of the profs of informing the electoraie.17 There-

fore, the literature of popular culture appears to'afford the intellectual

histerian little assistance, and maY.even cloud the work as the promising

but largely inapplidable studies are consulted.

4III. The Responsibility of the Mass Media

limey be found that not only are the traditional methodologies of

history and intellectdal history appropriate, but that they offer a'

phillsophical stance.which unites elite and mass culture, and jdurnafism

his ry and journalism: Roy Harvey Pearce comments as a humanist on the

elite- popular culture dichotomy:

. . .[the humanist) would understand mass culture

so to-transcendtt. But he would, or should, admit that

even he cannot transcend it all the time--perhaps,even:

'most of the time: What he'wants'is to incure that there,

always Will be the possibility for the transcendingOn
short, that mats culture has a viable- relationship with

elite culture.
\

I emphasize: elite culture, Let us not be,i,

irresponsible, or cowardly, and call it high culitOre,,

Let us not conceal from ourselves the ct that, like_

mass culture, it must always involve the problem of
social status, measured some way or snot r. For

"elitism" carries responsibilities which me "height"

doe* not. In cultivating his responsibilities--a measure

of his dignity--the humaniit will perforce cu1tivate
hisUitism, and so do what he can to work toward the
production of not mass but popular culture.

ON/



I 'suggest tgat when mess .culture is healthy, when a
good ped of its health .derives from the fact that it has a
viable` relation With elite.. ciature it is, or could be,
mular-cultUre; and that fight well counter', or at least
'slow down, the forces of depersonalisation ana alienation
which threstenins. I shall suggest' that one of dtecessery
conditions of eitiUthentic community is a popular ture--in .

authentic people's culture.
- - % '

In the nature, of node= lge ilich a culture--popular
or elite--must be accessible to all. . . Iff e.

, .
\

p

Indeed, anyone who -d Jutted tothecaise of a .

list..genuinely *lite culture ihir his duty if he does not allso
dedicate himself to the cause of a genuinely-popular ciaturet".

. , l

.

Me wording echoes this' of Rosieed:

SaspOisibility increases with capacity, and should be
depended of thois in positions of power. Just as I hold the
intellectuil'more responsible, than others for the rigorous,
exploration of phenomena and the courageous enunciation of
truths, so, too, do I ask for 'better and still better per-
formance from It

19
those who have the power to shape

wee minds. .19 _
% e 1:4

Pearce anticipates and minimizes, the problem oi the esss itself

7

S

becoming elite And thus losing its identification with the people as

the Fourth Estate as it traffics id ideas, ifindeed he bad the press. in

'1011md. He is joined by JohmHighamo'who claimsthe joining of high cultu;41

with popular thought may turn outto be the most consideiable achievelp

of new intellectual history. Led by Nixie Curti and Ralph H. Gabriel,

Higham says, historians have shown that the intellectual history of a

democratfc,society, where no class lines set natural limits to'the

circulation of.idets, calls fbr close attention to.the processes of-
.

phpular diffusion and intellectual crystallizetion."
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IV. The Use of History

The charge of respOnsibility by Pearce and Rosten to the cultural

guardians speaks as much to the practiaw journalist as to the jouroallsm

bistorian. Journalisti and historians are equally uneasy with any "use of

history " -which hints of a Whig or any.Other didactic interpretation, yet

those who consider journalists intellectuals in American culture haye come

to expeCt a gonscious attention to ideas in the American press.21

To this point, this tnaper'has implieqithat newspapers report

as circulated by,Ooliticians, ministers, or even editorial writers.,' But .

do newspaperS cover, as opposed to'carry, ideas? It is this question to

which journalism.historians and practicing journalists may jointly addresi

themselves as.they.consider Pearce's "dedication. to the cause'of.a genuinely

elite'cultspOW% in this way :journalists may use intellectual history for

a systematic coverage of ideas,

The reporter 'covering ideas may hot be interested in tracing ideas back
0

to their-Judeo-Christian roots, but will join the journalism histotian in-

studying the roli ofideas in American culture.22 -Either may become more

proficient' in this task through reading or course work in intellectual history,

but.lack of classroom preparation has not precluded politicians from using.
O

ideas,

. .

froWmotivatIng aridmanipulating people ideologically for their own

.purposes.. ihe. Nixon adminstrationcapitaliZed on the concerns of voters

fat of couisee tiio any administration) about the war in Viet Nam, crime; and

welfare, to cite s whose ideological roots go beyond Puritan thought,

into antiquity; All threatened to erode the AmeriCan dream. "bus it

%
was largely the political sector, not tne.ppress, which anticipated and

arttctilated these ideas; cover stories.in news magazines on middle

1.
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.A111111114ior the of am**. Stewed from pb1 iical , not journal astir,

non -elite newspapers ignored the intellectual'ghetto,

tOovuntil ferment took physical, form; still another example of event.

oriented reporting. Journalism roots not only were no deekr into-the in

telfectual community than they"were into the social, but re dependent
... , .0

upon the mediating pblitical sector to interpret soci thought., -

Likewlse, the press strives to, cover econdmic news, but usually not

with the philosophical background which would give .1eaning. John May-
I

-nerd Keynes is salable on the cover of Time.magaziPe,. but may not be ante-,

grated into event-oriented reporting. Yet editors and...readers alike were

PrepaiTdin their classroom days to deal ivft hideas, even :those of/Adam

Smith, Thomas Malthus, and John Kenneth Galbraith. The extent of the
1

.

neglect is seen when mass market paperbacks circulate ideas more ,widely .

in- ?seri tan culture'than newspajpers.

Integration between events and ideas coUld be erected in current.

religious; business, .and education -thought; ideas generated .in-univerS17.

ties. in phi.toophy as well as physics departments, could-.be-reported.
.

to all of those who at one Ulu we re exposed tn ideas daily in the cla$s

T

room.

To: date, only elite newspapers have systematically coVered.ideas;
24

°other editors, forthe reasons discussed her, have let readers-turn to

speCializedvublications for inyllectual fare. -.But there: is ample

evidence--outside of popular culture text books--that the mass medii are

.as capable of interpreting..ideas for- the pub1-4 as they. are the..infricacies. -(

of the space program-rand that the public is as prepared to deal' with them.

1

ii



Perhaps, in the search for historical patterns, the Journalism historian

will effect an autonomy of ideas wh(ch will, as the final irony, facilitate

the circulation of ideas within- ihe culture.

.

0-4
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